Introducing Symphony 2.0
Secure Collaboration Re-Wired for Speed and Flexibility

Industry Under Pressure
With shrinking margins, complex regulatory requirements, and outdated manual processes, leading financial firms are investing
in digitalization. Looking to automate workflows wherever possible, they want to leave phone calls, email, and faxes behind in
favor of more efficient collaboration.
Symphony is already helping the world’s leading banks collaborate and automate. As the industry’s only secure and compliant
platform, Symphony’s global directory of verified users connects a large and growing community of trusted counterparties.
Now, Symphony is introducing a new user experience that is built from the ground up on the same secure and compliant
platform. It is clean and simple, providing efficient interactions and flexible workspace management.
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Performance When Seconds Count

Workspaces and Notifications

Every interaction has been tested for usability and
performance. From front office to back office, inside
the firm to counterparty collaboration, workflows are
now faster and more fun.

Do It Your Way
Symphony knows that not everybody works the same way.
Symphony 2.0 introduces workspace customization tools
that let users create customized views around their particular
priorities. With new notification settings, users can easily
control and prioritize alerts, eliminating noise and ensuring
that they never miss an important message.

Innovate, Integrate, Extend

Symphony Elements, Pre-built Components

Symphony has always been about extensibility. The platform
supports a large and growing portfolio of bots and application
integrations. Global leaders in finance are using our backend
APIs to modernize and automate workflows. Now Symphony
is introducing a comprehensive set of User Interface extension
capabilities and pre-built interface “Elements” for bots and
application integrations.
Developers can now use our standard UX component libraries
and UI extension framework to create sophisticated workflows
in record time. Symphony’s customers are already integrating
with incident management, pricing systems, source
management, and other mission-critical systems. All of

Symphony Elements, More Ways to Extend Symphony

these integrations are uniquely protected with Symphony’s
end-to-end encryption.

Work Together, Securely
The world’s leading financial institutions already trust
Symphony to help them automate and accelerate work.
Now, Symphony 2.0 takes the next step in re-wiring
secure collaboration. With a cleaner, simpler, more flexible
experience, employees can do more, faster—with end-to-end
security and compliance they can trust.

Ready to start re-wiring your business transformation?
Contact your Symphony Sales team for more information.
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